Getting to Transparency

Oracle is uniquely qualified to help states, municipalities, and local governments quickly achieve the transparency and accountability required to receive and manage funding under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009.

**Oracle Solutions Support the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act**

ARRA presents Public Sector organizations with new challenges around collecting, monitoring and communicating key information about their use of public funds. ARRA requires the accurate, timely and effective flow of data between all recipients of these funds in support of transparency and accountability objectives. Oracle provides the most complete, open and integrated solutions to meet these challenges. Using Oracle Business Intelligence enterprise dashboard solutions, recipients of ARRA funds can meet the reporting requirements and achieve required levels of transparency by leveraging data currently existing in their financial, planning and tracking systems used to maintain accountability for operational, infrastructure and technology programs.

**Achieving Transparency**

Transparency of process and results is a fundamental ARRA requirement. Recipient agencies must be able to monitor, track, and report on all activities receiving ARRA recovery funds and submit required reports on a regular basis that describe their use of granted funds. With multiple levels of reporting necessary to meet the objectives of the Act, a unified, flexible reporting infrastructure that can provide a single view across different source systems and input processes is a critical ingredient in meeting ARRA requirements for transparency.

Oracle’s enterprise dashboard solution provides the framework for capturing the required data and providing the up-to-date information about key performance indicators to the granting Federal agencies, OMB, state stakeholders, local entities, and citizens in a participatory process.
Solutions for the Enterprise

Oracle Corporation is the world's largest enterprise software company, providing database, middleware, and collaboration products; enterprise business applications; application development tools; and professional services that help organizations get the most up-to-date and accurate information from their business systems.

Oracle helps governments and businesses of all sizes become information-driven, providing reliable, secure, and integrated technologies that help customers collaborate, measure outcomes for continuous improvement, align their stakeholders, and communicate results with confidence.

Oracle Business Intelligence

Oracle Business Intelligence provides the most comprehensive Business Intelligence and analytic capabilities available today based on category-leading products for interactive dashboards, ad hoc analysis, proactive detection and alerts, advanced reporting and publishing, mobile analytics, desktop gadgets, and more.

* Pervasive - Deliver intuitive, role-based intelligence for everyone in an organization—from front line employees to senior management—that enables better decisions, actions, and business processes.

* Comprehensive - Integrate information from your financial performance management, operational intelligence, and transactional applications.

* Hot-Pluggable - Use your existing data sources and systems. Oracle Business Intelligence products are hot-pluggable with Oracle and non-Oracle environments.

Achieving Accountability

Beyond transparency, continuous financial and program accountability is a critical ARRA requirement. Oracle’s deep portfolio and expertise in enterprise software solutions for Public Sector Financial Management, Project Management, Human Capital Management, Policy Management, Customer Service, Case Management and comprehensive Governance, Risk, and Compliance provides Public Sector organizations with the tools to improve and demonstrate accountability as well as manage risk.
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To learn more, call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative or visit oracle.com/industries/government